Maestro
Universal Compound

Description: Fast Cutting Low Swirl Compound

Applications: Body Shop
             Used Car Reconditioning
             Full Service Detailing

Directions:
For use by DA polisher or rotary buffer with a foam or wool cutting pad. Use on a clean, cool dry surface. Shake well. Apply to buffing pad or surface and buff to a brilliant shine. Wipe off any residue with a clean, soft cloth

Tips:
• Removes 1500 grit or finer finishing sanding marks
• Follow with Finishing Polish to remove swirls and enhance gloss
• Removes heavy scratches from head light and tail light covers

Packaging:
• 4/1 Gallons per case
• 6/1 Quarts per case
• 6/1 Pints per case

Complies with VOC regulatory restrictions

Trans-Mate, Inc. Technical Bulletin TBT51

Maestro Universal Compound

- Removes moderate scratches, defects and oxidation
- Dual abrasive for cutting and polishing
- Restores color and shine
- Body Shop Safe
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